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By Renay San Miguel Jan 22, 2010 5:00 PM One might think that a computer scientist who has touted the pioneer of virtual reality would be a fan of the whole social media thing. After all, Jaron Lanier works as a genius-in-residence of sorts at Microsoft, which is one of several large companies pushing cloud computing, a technological innovation that has
brought many Web 2.0 companies to life. So it may be a tad jarring to read Lanier's writing about how something began to go wrong with the digital revolution around the turn of the 21st century. Concepts such as crowdsourcing and collective thought create a digital Maoism that favors a group over an individual. Anonymity is poor; trolls rule the Web and
scare off express critics. Google, Microsoft, Amazon and IBM are becoming cloud lords who are now responsible for a lot of important information, and we're all just frantically scooping up that data on them in the hope of making faster connections between Facebook and Twitter. Mashup culture is trivializing all culture. I'm not sure, but I think it more or less
captures the gist of You Are Gadget, a book or manifesto just published by Lanier, who is an interdisciplinary scholar-in-residence at the Center for Entrepreneurship and Technology at the University of California, Berkeley. The reason I admit that I'm not sure about the book thethe way is, because I read it quickly to meet the deadline for this column. Full
disclosure: I feel the need to go back and digest it at a much calmer pace. The fact is, I want to. A big part of this is indeed a higher level of theory and analysis of the relationship between technology and humans, our machines and our souls, if you will, la Ray Kurzweil. But every part that bogs down a bit of deep thinking about concepts like cybernetic
totalism, there are passages that dazzle in a new way of looking at participatory technologies like Wikipedia or the types of financial algorithms that contributed to the last recession. The book seems to be a custom part of its local Barnes and Noble that could be headed for Internet trouble. It would sit alongside other rather recent like-minded volumes, such
as Andrew Keen's Amateur Cult and the Future of Jonathan Zittrain's Internet (and How to Stop It). Web 2.0 defenders use books like these to write columns and editorials, taking them to task for daring to challenge this new two-way communication tool that brings more middle people into conversation, even if it makes industry segments like music, media
and journalism. That's what I thought when I read Caterina Fake's Huffington Post column taking Lanier's manifesto to the Wall Street Journal, which was an excerpt from You Don't Gadget. Fake helped develop Hunch and Flickr, a former recommendation website, the latest popular photo-sharing service. I wonder where he's going to be in this debate. There
are so many things with Jaron Lanier's recent manifesto... that I hardly know where to start, he writes. He has a special lens through which he watches our latter-day participatory media. It does not appear to have built participatory websites that come from mondo's 2000-era worldview. Those who give away rights to content are not robbed of their dignity;
someone contributes something online, whether art, news or opinion does blindly joining the hive-mind, as he writes. Lanier doesn't understand that people do things for reasons other than to support their egos and money, Fake said. However, the comments that followed the Huffington Post actually helped prove some of Lanier's points dynamics in online
mobs. Fake put out the parameters of Lanier's manifesto attacks, and others followed his leadership. (Most agree with him to take things - no shock there.) Almost all of the comments were anonymous. But almost everyone was also more or less respectful and articulate, rather than slash-and-burn the kinds of nameless comments that can be found
elsewhere on places like YouTube and various fan sites. What I say ... is that the user interface designs that result from the ideology of the computer cloud makes people - all of us - less kind, Lanier writes You are not a widget. Trolling is not a series of individual incidents, but the status quo in the online world. It plays something I've noticed (unfortunately) on
news websites and bulletin boards that service journalism, especially broadcast journalists. We can be a very trollish bunch, judging by the reviews that can be found TVNewser.com, which tracks the development of cable and broadcast news. It's a great site, one of my first bookmark stops, and it features solid original reporting, but I've long since stopped
reading reviews. They've all become a red line against the blue state insults. I'd like to think that most of the people who write them don't actually work in newsrooms, but who knows? I feel the same way about TVSpy, which in the past was a very valuable online resource for job lists, tips and information about salaries, news directors, etc. But a long time
ago, the Vault bulletin board is part of the site to disparage anonymous critiques of talent and trends. TV Spy was about before the advent of Web 2.0; TVNewser is more of a product of its interactivity and participation culture. But this participation seems to have enjoyed cynicism and personal attacks. The level of criticism lanier has had for better quality, but
there's still this feeling of how dare you? related to those who take aim you are not a widget. In the field of technology there probably is room for so many disagreements; All Lanier wants is a return to personal life in our fascination with personal technology. In this respect, I discover a hopeless romantic in this writing. Indeed, pictures of Laniers sometimes
show him performing musician, what seems to be another obsession with her with exploring the effects of technology on culture and thought. At the beginning of his book, Lanier lists some things that anyone can do if they want to avoid the problems he deals with: Don't post anonymously when your life is really in danger. Try creating a website that says
more about you than popular social media networks. Post a video at the time that took you 100 times more time to create than it takes to watch. (It seems to help everyone appreciate the act of creating something of value, a quality that Lanier says is now self-evident thanks to participatory democracy, mashup culture.) Write a blog post that takes weeks, not
minutes/seconds for a knee-jerk reaction. If you need to tweet, tweet how something makes you feel, rather than describing trivial external events. I try to accept as many of these points as I can, but even if I don't - and even if I don't agree with some of his thoughts - I want Lanier to keep talking about them and pushing this debate into the mainstream as
much as he can, especially when it comes to the idea that anonymous, nasty attacks deprete the debate. I'm not addding about censorship. comment moderation and ID registration are discussed here before possible alternatives, as is the concept of simply ignoring the shouters in the web chat room. I don't think I'm a gadget (not even Inspector Gadget), but
I'm always on the lookout for how to be a better person. If Lanier can help with that, great. As I said, I think he has an optimistic and romantic heart, and this week, where we celebrated Martin Luther King's birthday, it would be wise to remember the preacher's words if you read someone nasty online and don't have the courage to write his name: When evil
men shout ugly words of hate, good men must commit to glories of love. TechNewsWorld columnist Renay San Miguel began his journalism career in his hometown newspaper, Texas, in 1979. He moved to television in 1985, anchoring, producing and reporting in Austin, Dallas and San Francisco before joining CNBC as a technology correspondent from
1997 to 2000. After a stint with CBS MarketWatch that included filing tech stories on CBS Early Show, San Miguel joined CNN's Headline News in 2001 as an anchor/tech reporter. He also contributed to digital content and CNN.com. After his 2007 departure from CNN, San Miguel founded Primo Media and is now a freelance television/online reporting and
media consultancy. DIGITAL MAOISM (JARON LANIER:) My Wikipedia entry identifies me (at least this week) as a film director. It's true I made an experimental short film about a year and a half ago. The concept was terrible: I tried to imagine what Maya Deren would have done morphing. It was shown once at a film festival and has never been distributed
and I would be most comfortable if anyone ever sees it again. in the real world it is easy not to direct movies. I have tried to retire to direct movies in an alternate universe that is on Wikipedia several times, but no one always overrules me. Every time my Wikipedia entry is corrected, within days I become a film director again. I don't think more about
appropriate punishment than making them fix Wikipedia goblins to actually watch my one little old film. Twice in the last few weeks, reporters have asked me about my filmmaking career. The fantasies of goblins have entered this part of the world that is trying to remain real. I know I've made it easy. The flaws in my Wikipedia bio are (at least before the
publication of this article) charming and even flattering. Reading a Wikipedia entry is like reading the Bible carefully. There are weak traces of voices from various anonymous authors and editors, although it is impossible to be sure. In my particular case, it seems that goblins are probably members or descendants of the rather sweet old Mondo 2000 culture
combining psychedelic experimentation with computers. They seem very important involving my ideas of psychedelic luminaries of the old (and in a way that I happen to find sloppy and wrong.) The dingies that deviate from this odd idea, which are important for this particular small subculture, are immediately removed. It makes sense. Who else willingly pays
so much attention and does all this work? The problem I'm worried about here is not Wikipedia in itself. It has been criticised quite a lot, especially last year, but Wikipedia is just one experiment that still has room to change and grow. At least this success is revealing what online people have the most determination and time in their hands to think, and that's
actually interesting information. No, the problem is how Wikipedia needs to be handled and used; how it is raised so quickly. And it's part of a larger appeal of appeal to new online collectivism, which is nothing less than a revival of the idea that a collective is all-smart, that it is desirable to influence a concentrated bottleneck that can guide the collective's most
verity and power. It is different from representative democracy or meritocracy. This idea has had terrible consequences if it has been pushed from the extreme right or from the extreme from the left in different historical periods. The fact that it is now reintroduced today by prominent technologists and futurists, people who in many cases I know and like, do not
make it any less dangerous. There was a well-publicized study of Nature last year comparing the accuracy of the Wikipedia Encyclopedia britannica. The results were toss up. Although there is still a debate on the validity of the study. The items selected for comparison were exactly what would do well on Wikipedia. Science subjects that collective generally
don't care much about. Kinetic isotope effect, or Vesalius, Andreas is an example of topics that make Britannica difficult to maintain because it takes work to find the right authors to research and look at many different topics. But they are perfect for Wikipedia. There is little disagreement around these points, plus Net offers willing access to a reasonably small
number of qualified specialist postgraduate students with manic motivations for young people. The fundamental belief of the wiki world is that all the problems in the wiki will be gradually corrected as the process develops. This is analogous to the claims of Hyper-Libertarians who put infinite faith in the free market, or Hyper-Lefties, who are somehow able to
sit through consensus decision-making. In all these cases, it seems to me that empirical evidence has yielded different results. Sometimes loosely structured collective action provides constant improvements and sometimes not. Often we don't live long enough to find out. Later in this essay I will highlight what limitations make collective wise. But first, it's
important not to forget values just because whether a collective can be smart is so exciting. The accuracy of the text is not enough. The desired text is more than a set of precise references. It's also an expression of personality. For example, most of the technical or scientific information that is on Wikipedia was already on the web before Wikipedia began.
With Google or other search services, you can always find information about items that are now sexed. In some cases I have noticed specific texts getting cloned from original sites in universities or laboratories other than wiki pages. And when that happens, each text loses some of its value. Since search engines are now more likely to point you wikified
versions, the Web has lost some of its taste for random use. If you see the context in which something was written and you know who the author was outside just by name, you will learn so much more than when you find the same text arranged in an anonymous, faux-authoritative, anti-contextual brew on Wikipedia. It is not just a matter of one authentication
and responsibility, although they are important, but something more subtle. The voice should be perceived as a whole. You must be able to perceive personality so that the language has its full meaning. Personal websites do this, as do diaries and books. Even Britannica has an editorial voice, which some people have criticized as being vaguely too Dead
White Men. If an ironic website dedicated to destroying cinema claimed that I was a filmmaker, it would suddenly make sense. That would be an authentic text. But placed out of context on Wikipedia, it becomes drivel. Myspace is another recent experiment that has become even more influential than Wikipedia. As with Wikipedia, adds a little power already
available on the web to inspire a dramatic change in usage. Myspace is all about authorship, but it doesn't pretend to be all smart. You can always tell at least a little character about the person who made the Myspace page. But it is very rare indeed that the Myspace page inspires even the slightest confidence that the author has a reliable authority. Hooray
for Myspace in this count! Myspace is a richer, multilayered, source of information than Wikipedia, although the themes of the two services cover hardly overlap. If you want to research a TV show in terms of what people think, Myspace reveals more to you than analogous and huge entries on Wikipedia. Wikipedia is far from the only online fetish site with silly
collectiveity. There's a frantic race going on online to get the most Meta site to be the highest-level reader, subsuming the identity of all the other sites. The race began innocently enough with the concept of creating directories for online destinations, such as the early incarnation of Yahoo. Then came AltaVista, where you could search using inverted
database content throughout the web. Then came Google, which added page rank algorithms. Then came blogs that varied greatly in terms of quality and importance. This leads to Meta-blogs like Boing Boing, run by identified people that had total blogs. In all these formulations, real people were still responsible. The individual or individuals presented
personality and took responsibility. These web-based designs assumed that value flowed from people. It was still clear that all such designs that the Web was made of people, and that in the end the value always came from connecting real people. Even Google itself (as it is today) is not Meta enough to be a problem. One layer of page ranking is hardly a
threat to authorship, but the accumulation of many layers can create a meaningless murk, and that's another matter. Over the past year or two, the trend has been to remove the smell of people that come as close as possible to simulate the appearance of content emerging from the web, as if it were telling us about a supernatural oracle. This is where
internet use crosses the line for delusion. Kevin Kelly, a former editor of The All Earth Review and founding executive editor of Wired, is a friend and someone who has wondered what he and others call the Hive Me. He runs a website called Cool Tools, which is a cross between the blog and the old Whole Earth Catalog. On Cool Tools, supporters, including
myself, are not in the hive because we have been identified. In March, Kelly reviewed various Consensual web filters, such as Digg and Reddit, which collect material every day from all the numerous other aggregation sites. Such sites are going to have more Meta than the sites they meet. There is no person who because that appears to them, only the
algorithm. The hope seems to be that most Meta site becomes the mother of all bottlenecks and receive infinite funding. This new magnitude of meta-ness lasted only a month. In April, Kelly conducted a site called popurls, which brings together consensus Web filtering sites... and there was a new most Meta. We now read what the collection algorithm
derives from what other collection algorithms derived from what the collectives opted for, which the population of mostly amateur writers wrote anonymously. Is there anything good about popurls? I am writing this on May 27, 2006. Over the past few days an experimental approach to diabetes treatment has been reported, which can prevent nerve damage.
This is big news for tens of millions of Americans. It is not mentioned in popurls. Popurls have no idea about us this news: Student simultaneously sets the world ice cream eating record, the worst ever ice cream headache. Mainstream news sources all lead today to a serious earthquake in Java. Popurls includes some mentions of the event, but they are
buried in the layoffs of total news sites like Google News. The cause of the quake appears in popurls at all can only be discovered if you dig through all the agregating layers found in the original sources, which are these rare entries actually created by professional writers and editors who write their names. But the layer of popurls, ice cream lessons and the
Javanese earthquake are at best equal, without context or authorship. Kevin Kelly says on the popurls site, There is no better way to look at the hive in mind. But the hive's mind is mostly and boring. Why pay attention to it? Readers of my previous rants will notice a parallel between my discomfort with the so-called AI and the race to erase personality and be
the most Meta. In any case, there is the premise that something separate from relatives of individual people's intelligence is either about appearing every minute, or has already appeared. The problem with this premise is that people are all too willing to lower standards so that alleged newcomers seem smart. Just as people are willing to bend upside down
and make themselves, to make the AI interface seem smart (as happens when someone can interact with the notorious Microsoft paper clip,) so they are willing to become critical and dim to make meta-reader sites seem to be consistent. There is a pedagogical link between AI culture and the strange subtly of anonymous collectiveism on the Internet.
Google's huge servers and Wikipedia are both mentioned often in the startup memory of artificial intelligence to come. Larry Page is quoted via a link presented to me by popurls this morning (who knows if it's accurate) so speculate that AI may appear on Google in a few years. George Dyson has wondered if such a unit already exists maybe perched within
Google. I would like to say not to argue about the existence of metaphysical units, but simply to emphasise how premature and dangerous it is to reduce the expectations we hold on to the intellects of each individual person. The beauty of the Internet is that it connects people. Value is in other people. If we start to believe that the Internet itself is an entity with
something to say, we will devalue these people and turn ourselves into idiots. Compounding the problem is that new business models for people who think and write haven't appeared as fast as we all hoped. Newspapers, for example, are generally facing a grim decline when the Internet takes over feeding curious eyes that hover over morning coffee and,
worse, classified ads. In the new environment, Google News is currently better funded and enjoys a safer future than most of the fairly small number of fine reporters around the world who will eventually create most of their content. The aggregator is richer than the assembled. The issue of new business models of content creators on the Internet is a
profound and complex issue in itself, but it should at least be noted that writing professionally and well takes time and that most authors must be paid to take the time. In this regard, blogging is not in writing. For example, it's easy to be a beloved blogger. All you have to do is play for the crowd. Or you can get power from the people. There's nothing wrong
with either of these activities. What I think, as real writing, but writing meant to last, is something else. This includes formulating a perspective that isn't just a reactive conversation. The artificial rise of all things Meta is not limited to online culture. It has a profound effect on how decisions are made in America. What we are witnessing today is the alarming rise
of the unmistakable collective error. Numerous elite organizations have swept away at their feet with the idea. They are inspired by the rise of Wikipedia, the wealth of Google, and the hasty entrepreneurs of most Meta. Government agencies, top corporate planning departments, and big universities have all become a bug. As a consultant, I was once asked
to test the idea or propose a new idea to solve the problem. Over the last few years, I have often been asked to work in a completely different way. You can find me and other consultants who fill out research forms or make hearings into a collective essay. I say and do a lot less than before, even though I'm still paid the same amount. Maybe I shouldn't
complain, but the actions of the big institutions are important and it's time to speak out against the collector fad that we have. It's not hard to see why the fallacy of collecting has become so popular in large organizations: If the principle is right, then individuals should not be required to take risks or We live in immense uncertainty with an infinite phobia of
responsibility, and we must act in institutions that are not loyal to any board, much less to a lower-level member. Any person who is afraid to say the wrong thing within their organization is safer than hiding behind a wiki or some other Meta compounding ritual. I have participated in a number of elite, well-paid wikis and meta-studies recently and have had the
opportunity to monitor the results. I've even been part of the wiki about wikis. What I've seen is a loss of insight and subtlety, a disregard for the nuances of account opinions, and an increased tendency to lay down official or normative beliefs in the organization. Why don't everyone scream about the collective's recent epidemic of inappropriate uses? It seems
to me that the reason is that the bad old ideas seem confusingly fresh when they are packed into technology. The collective rises around us in many ways. What afflicts major institutions also afflicts pop culture. For example, it has become notoriously difficult to introduce a new pop star in the music business. Even the most successful actors have hardly ever
made the last first album in the last decade or so. The exception is American Idol. Like Wikipedia, there's nothing wrong with it. The problem is its centrality. More people vote in this pop competition than in presidential elections, and one of the reasons why information technology is an immediate comfort. The collective can vote on the phone or texting, and
some vote more than once. The collective is flattered, and it responds. The winners are pleasant, almost by definition. But John Lennon wouldn't have won. He wouldn't have made it to the final. Or if he had, he would have become a different person and artist. The same could be said of Jimi Hendrix, Elvis, Joni Mitchell, Duke Ellington, David Byrne,
Grandmaster Flash, Bob Dylan (please!), and almost anyone else who has been very influential in creating pop music. As below, so above. The New York Times, of all places, has recently published op-ed pieces supporting pseudo-idea intelligent design. It's amazing. The Times has become the paper's average of opinions. Nothing is lost when American
Idol becomes a leader instead of a follower of pop music. But when intelligent design divides the stage with true science in a record book, everything is gone. How could the Times still fall? I don't know, but I imagine that the process was similar to what I've seen in consultation with the world of late. It's safer to be a collective aggregator. You can add all kinds
of materials without committing to anything. You can be superficially interesting without having to worry about the possibility of being wrong. Unless an intelligent idea is really important. In this case, the average idea can be quite wrong, and only the best ideas have lasting value. Science is like The collective isn't always. In some special cases, the collective
can be brilliant. For example, there is a demonstrative ritual, which is often introduced to students arriving in business schools. In one version of the ritual, a large jar of jellybebe is placed in front of the classroom. Every student thinks how many beans there are. Although the assumptions are very different, the average is usually accurate in supernatural
degrees. This is an example of the special intelligence offered by the collective. It is this peculiar feature that is marked as the wisdom of the crowd, although I think the word wisdom is misleading. It's part of what makes Adam Smith's Invisible Hand smart, and is connected to the reasons Google's page rank algorithms work. It was long adapted to futurism,
where it was known as delphi technique. The phenomenon is real and hugely useful. But it's not infinitely useful. It could be a collective. Witness the tulip craze and stock bubbles. Hysteria about fictitious satanic eyebrow-raising kidnappings. Y2K mania. The reason why a collective can be valuable is precisely because the peaks of its intelligence and
stupidity are not the same as those usually by individuals. Both types of intelligence are important. For example, market work is a marriage of collective and individual intelligence. The market cannot exist solely on the basis that prices are determined by competition. It is also necessary for companies to come up with products that compete in the first place. In
other words, smart people, heroes of the market, ask questions that are answered by collective behavior. They put jellyfish in a jar. There are certain types of answers that an individual should not give. For example, when a government bureaucrat imposes a price, the result is often lower than the response, which comes from a reasonably informed collective
that is reasonably unsisti manipulation or free from internal repercussions. But when a collective designs a product, you get a design committee that is a derogatory expression for a reason. Here I have to take a moment to comment on Linux and similar efforts. Different wordings of open or free software differ from Wikipedia and race in most Meta important
ways. Linux programmers are not anonymous and in fact personal honor is part of the motivational engine that keeps such companies moving. But there are similarities, and the lack of a single voice or design sensitivity in aesthetic terms is one of the negative quality of both open source software and Wikipedia. These movements are most effective at
building hidden information in piping layers, such as web servers. They are hopeless when it comes to producing fine user interfaces or user experiences. If the code that triggers the Wikipedia user interface were as open as the content of the records, it would be impenetrable manure. Immediately. The collective is good at solving problems that require
results that can be judged with conflicting performance parameters, but poor when taste and judgment are important. Collectives can be as stupid as any individual, and on important occasions, stupider. The interesting question is whether it is possible to map where one is smarter than many. There is a lot of history in this topic and diverse disciplines have a
lot to say. Here's a quick pass where I think the boundary between effective collective thought and lies: A collective is more likely to be smart if it doesn't define its questions, when a goodness answer can be judged by a simple result (such as a single numerical value,) and as an information system that informs a collective filtered by a quality control
mechanism that relies on individuals to a high degree. In this situation, a collective can be smarter than a person. Break any of these conditions and the collective becomes unreliable or worse. At the same time, an individual achieves optimal stupidity in those rare cases where one is both given significant powers and isolated results from his or her actions. If
the above criteria have any value, then there is an unfortunate approach. Setup by most collective is also setup for most individuals. Every authentic example of the collective intelligence I am aware of also shows how this collective was led or inspired by benevolent individuals. These people focused on collective and in some cases also corrected some
common hive mind failure modes. Balancing the influence of people and collectives is at the heart of the development of democratic, scientific and many other long-term projects. There's a lot of experience working there. Some of these old ideas offer interesting new ways to approach the question of how best to use the hive's mind. The pre-Internet world
provides excellent examples of how personality-based quality control can improve collective intelligence. For example, independent journalism offers delicious news about politicians with strong voices and reputations, such as Watergate's reporting on Woodward and Bernstein. Other writers offer product reviews, such as Walt Mossberg in the Wall Street
Journal and David Pogue in The New York Times. Such journalists shall inform the collective about the determination of the election results and pricing. Without an independent press composed of heroic voices, the collective becomes foolish and unreliable, as has been shown in many historical cases. (Recent events in America have reflected the
weakening of the press, in my opinion.) The scientific community also achieves quality through a collaborative process that involves checks and balances, and ultimately relies on the foundation of companies and blind elitism - blind in the sense that ideally anyone can become but only on the basis of meritocracy. The tenure system and many other aspects of
the academy are designed to support the idea that individual scientists matter, not just by process or collective. Another example: Entrepreneurs are not just heroes of the market. The central bank's role in the economy is not the same as that of a Communist Party official in a centrally planned economy. Although setting an interest rate sounds like a question,
it's actually more like asking a question. The Fed asks the market to answer the question of how best to optimize inflation, for example. While this may not be a question everyone would like to ask, it is at least coherent. Yes, there have been a lot of scandals in government, academy and press. No mechanism is perfect, but we are here, having benefited
from all these institutions. I'm sure there's been a lot of bad reporters, self-dressed academic scientists, incompetent bureaucrats and so on. Can the hive remember to help keep them under control? In the pre-Internet world experiments given the answer is yes, but only if the signal processing is placed in a loop. Some of the most successful collectives in the
pre-internet world can be partially understood as modulating the time domain. For example, what if a collective moves too easily and quickly, nervous instead of settling in to give one answer? This happens, for example, on the most active Wikipedia entries and has also been seen in some speculation-mad open markets. One representative service is low
filtering. Imagine the nervous shifts that would occur if the wiki were put in charge of writing laws. It's a scary thing to consider. Super-energized people would have trouble shifting the wording of the tax code in a frantic, endless way. The Internet would be flooded. This chaos can be avoided in the same way as it has already, albeit imperfectly, due to the
slower processes of elections and judicial proceedings. The calming effect of orderly democracy achieves more than simply peripatetic fights for consensus. It also reduces the collective formation of suddenly jumping into an over-aneated state when too many quick changes in responses coincide so that they don't cancel each other. (Technical readers
recognize familiar principles for processing signals.) Wikipedia has recently been slapped with a crude low pass filter for nervous entries, such as President George W. Bush. It is now limited how often a specific person can remove someone else's text fragments. I suspect that it must eventually develop into an approximate mirror of democracy, as it was
before the arrival of the Internet. The opposite problem may also appear. The hive of the mind may be on the right track, but it moves too slowly. Sometimes collectives give brilliant results to give enough time, but not enough time. The problem of global warming will eventually be addressed automatically if there is sufficient time in the market to respond to it,



for example. Insurance rates would climb and so on. Unfortunately, there is not enough time in this case, as the market conversation is slowed by the legacy effects of existing investments. Therefore, another process, such as the policies cited by individuals, must intervene. Another example of the slow hive problem: There was a lot of technology developed
slowly for millennia before there was a clear idea of how to be empirical, how to have an expert assessment of technical literature and education based on this, and before there was an effective market to determine the value of inventions. As far as modernity is d., it is crucial to notice that structure and limitations were part of the process of technological
development, not just pure openness and collective incentives. Let's say that Wikipedia is, in a sense, indeed getting better, as the faithful claim, over time. We might need something better. Some wikitopians explicitly hope that education subsumed wikis. It is at least possible that, in the near future, there will be sufficient communication and education
through anonymous Internet redundancies so that we may become vulnerable to the sudden dangerous influence of the hive mind. History has shown us time and time again that the hive's mind is cruel when it works on autopilot. The nasty hive mind outbursts are seasoned maoist, fascist and religious, and these are only small sampling. I do not understand
why there could be no future social catastrophes that suddenly appear in the shadow of technological utopianism. If wikis want to be more influenced, they should be improved by mechanisms that have worked well in the pre-internet world. The hive mind should be considered as a tool. Collective empowerment does not empower individuals – only the
opposite is true. There may be useful feedback on loops created by individuals and hive minds, but the hive mind is too chaotic to be fed back into itself. These are just some of the ideas on how to train a potentially dangerous collective and not let it out. If there's a problem, you want it to bark, but not bite you. The illusion that what we already have is good
enough, or that he is alive and improving, is the most dangerous illusion ever. Avoiding this, it should be possible to find a humanistic and practical way to maximize the value of the collective web without changing yourself to idiots. The best guiding principle is always to pamper individuals first. Responses to Lanier's essay from Douglas Rushkoff, Quentin
Hardy, Yochai Benkler, Clay Shirky, Cory Doctorow, Kevin Kelly, Esther Dyson, Larry Sanger, Fernanda Viegas &amp; Martin Wattenberg, Jimmy Wales, George Dan Gillmor, Howard Rheingold Now, another big idea is to take hold, but this time it is more painful for some people to embrace, even think. It's nothing less than a migration from individual mind
to collective intelligence. I call it all here, and it represents, for better or for worse, a fundamental change in our understanding of who we are. In other words, we are witnessing the emergence of a new type of human being. Recently, there has been a lot of news about Wikipedia and other user-generated websites like Myspace, Flickr and others. For example,
in today's Wall Street Journal portals column, Lee Gomes (Why Getting a User to Create Web Content Isn't Always Progress, June 7, 2006, p B1) writes: At first it seemed such a silly, self-serving thing that many companies have a habit of saying about their products. It was only later that I realised that this was the opening up of another front in the fight
against traditional culture, which has been played by certain parts of the technology industry. Mash-ups, which allow active (vs. passive) participation, are another term for user-generated content, called smart set UGC: ... because for much of the tech world, such mash-ups are becoming the highest form of cultural production. It's most clearly in the books.
Most of us were taught that reading books is civilized. But in certain tech circles, books have come to be considered similar to radios in vacuum tubes, technology will soon make a lamented journey to the history bin. The New York Times Magazine recently had a long essay on the future of books, which gleefully predicted that bookshelves and libraries would
cease to exist, to be supplanted by long text associated with other long text on computer hard drives. Comments from friends and others would be as important as the original executive material; Keats, let's say. Yesterday at a panel discussion at a Newsweek conference on science, technology and education, the moderator, Brian Williams, anchor and
managing editor, NBC Nightly News, spent much of his time on an hour-long panel disparaging Wikipedia. Williams noted that NBC Nightly News was the largest news provider in America, reaching 9 to 12 million Americans, far more than any discrete digital audience for websites; When he goes to his office and walks through the door, the people are there
and they collect the news. They are professionals, you know their names, and it is very different from anonymous contributors to Wikipedia or other user-generated websites. On Monday this week, Digital Publishing's Scrambling Industry Rules (June 5, 2006,) Motoko Rich writes: Yochai Benkler, Yale University law professor and author of the new book
Wealth of Networks: How Social Production Makes Markets and Freedom (Yale University Press), has gone even further: his entire book is available - for free - as Wealth Networks: How Social Production Transforms Markets and Freedom (Yale University Press) , has gone even further: his entire book is available - for free - as wealth of Networks: How
Social Production Transforms Markets and Freedom (Yale The press, has gone even further: his entire book is available - for free - as in Wealth of Networks: How Social Production Transforms Markets and Freedom (Yale University Press), has gone even further: his entire book is available - for free - as Wealth of Networks: How Social Production
Transforms Markets and Freedom (Yale University Press), has gone even further: his entire book is available - for free - as wealth of Networks : How Social Production Transforms Markets and Freedom (Yale University Press), has gone even further: his entire book is available - for free - as wealth of Networks: How Social Production Transforms Markets
and Freedom (Yale University Press), has gone even further: his entire book is available - - from its website. Between 15,000 and 20,000 people have accessed the book electronically, some of them adding comments and links to the online version. Mr. Benkler said he saw the project as just an experiment in how books might be in the future. It's one of the
hottest discussions in the book world right now, as publishers, editors and writers grapple with the Web's ability to connect with readers and writers faster and intimately, with new technologies that make it easier to search books electronically and come with digital devices that promise to make books that the iPod has done with music: making them easily
downloadable and completely portable. Not surprisingly, writers have welcomed these actions with a mixture of enthusiasm and horror. The horror was perhaps most eloquently crystallized last month in Washington, D.C., bookexpo, the publishing industry's annual convention, when writer John Updike vigorously decried a digital future consisting of free
downloading of books and mixing and matching long texts, calling it a spooky scenario. John Updike's comments were also reported by Bob Thompson in The Washingon Post (Explosive Words, May 22, 2006, p C01): Unlike mixed, unedited, often inaccurate mass information on the web, he said, books traditionally edge. But the book revolution, which from
the Renaissance taught men and women to cherish and nurture their individuality, threatens to end with a sparkling pod of long. So, booksellers, he concluded, protect their lonely forts. Keep your edges dry. Your edges are on our edges. Some of us, books are 19, our human identity. About a decade ago, the great realization (as explained by Wired, Nicholas
Negroponte, among others) was the perceived migration of atoms to bits, the world's physical world of information. Now, another big idea is to take hold, but this time it is more painful for some people to embrace, even think. It's nothing less than a migration from individual mind to collective intelligence. I call it all here, and it represents, for better or for worse,
a fundamental change in our understanding of who we are. In other words, we are witnessing the emergence of a new type of human being. I've been following this development since 1969, when I wrote by Late John Brockman: Mass. Human mass. Impossible agglomerates mass. Contagious human mass. Nation. From their places, the masses move,
tough as laws. The masses of what? One doesn't ask. There is also a human, a large conglomerate of all the kingdoms of nature, as lonely and connected. * Impossible people. Beckett, Molloy, p. 110 It's not going away. Instead of demonize, we need to think through what's going on. In this context, no one is deeper, more thoughtful about the social and
economic impacts of internet technologies than consultant Clay Shirky and a professor at NYU. His writings, mostly web-based, focused on decentralised technologies such as peer-to-peer, web services and wireless networks that take us to a new user-generated content world. As an additional professor at NYU graduate interactive telecommunications
program (ITP), he teaches courses on the interrelated effects of social and technological network topology – how our networks shape culture and vice versa. Shirky commands a wide range of user-generated web communities, both in his authoritative writings and in his leadership as a speaker. I contacted him to help arrange a serious response to Jaron
Lanier's essay, and he graciously agreed. The people he put together, who are who in this new universe of collective intelligence, about the hive of mind and the perpetrators, have written essays that are always interesting, crazy, thought-provoking, depressing and windowed not into the future, but where we are now. I am now pleased to hand over the
procedure to Clay Shirky warm thanks to Galt Edge for his help in organizing this project. But before i get off stage, last message. Shakespeare's long ones are banging my head, as I ask myself as a Banquo question... MACBETH... Tell me, where do you owe this strange intelligence? or why do you end our way with such a prophetic welcome with this damn
heath? Tell me, I blame you. Witches disappear from BANQUOI have bubbles, as water is, and these are them. Where are they going to disappear? MACBETH Air; And what appeared to be a corporal melted into the wind as a breather. After your guests tell me what they are. Here in BANQUOA, what are we talking about? Or have we eaten a crazy root
that takes the cause of the prisoner? - JB On Digital Maoism: The Dangers of New Online Collectivism By Jaron Lanier Introduction to Clay Shirky When Jaron Lanier's piece of Digital Maoism first went to Edge, I knew he'd be generating hundreds of responses across the net. After talking to John Brockman, we decided to try to capture some of the best
answers here. Lanier's piece strikes a nerve because human life always exists in the tension between our individual and group of identities, inseparable and inseparable. For 10 years, it has been clear that the rise of digital technologies gave the individual enormous new powers. It is now clear that the world's networks offer huge new opportunities for group
activities. Understanding how these cohabitation and competing revolutions combine the deep patterns of intellectual and social work is one of the great challenges of our age. The scope and depth of the answers gathered here, from general philosophical questions to the calculation of the underground truth of specific technologies, is a sign of the complexity
and subtlety of this challenge. — Clay Shirky Projects like Wikipedia do not overthrow the elite at all, but simply replace one elite - in this case the academic one - with another: interactive Elite. — Douglas Rushkoff Our new tool for communication and calculation may take us away from separate individualism, and towards something closer to the supply of
nuance in folk art or animal energy for the millennium. — Quentin Hardy Networked-based, distributed, social production, both individual and cooperative, offers a new system with markets, businesses, governments and traditional non-profit organisations, where individuals can engage in information, knowledge and cultural production. This new way of
production offers new challenges and new opportunities. It's the polar opposite of Maoism. - Yochai Benkler Personal Computer produced an incredible increase in creative autonomy for the individual. The Internet has made group formation ridiculously easy. Since social life creates tensions between individual freedom and group participation, the changes
made by computers and networks are therefore tense. Discussion of the various forms of group activity in the pros and cons, though, is necessary to discuss current tools and services, if they exist, rather than discussing their cartoons or simply wishing them to disappear. - Clay Shirky on Wikipedia is not great because it is like Britannica. Britannica is
excellent at being authoritative, edited, expensive and monolithic. Wikipedia is great for being free, jaw-dropping, universal and instantaneous. - Cory Doctorow's bottom-up hive of mind always takes us much further than what seems possible. It surprises us all the time. In this respect, Wikipedia really is exhibit A, unclean because it is something that is
impossible theoretically, and only possible in practice. It proves it's smarter than we think. At the same time, the bottom-up hive mind will never lead us to our ultimate goal. We're too impatient. So we add design and top-down control to get where we want to go. - Kevin Kelly So to get the best results, we have people sharpening their ideas against each other,
not just editing someone's contribution and replacing it with another. We also have a world where respondents have identities (real or fake, but consistent and persistent) and are responsible for their words. Like Edge, actually. - Esther Dyson How can I get back to episystemic collectiveity and still say that Wikipedia is a great project what I do? Well, the
problem is that epistemic collectivists like Wikipedia but for the wrong reasons. What's great is it's not that it produces an average view, an average view that is somehow better than an authoritative statement from people who actually know the subject. That's not it at all. What is great about Wikipedia is the fact that it is a way to organize a huge amount of
labour for a single intellectual purpose. - Larry Sanger This rich context, which has been added to many Wikipedia articles, is known as a storyt? The storysheet is where writers article hash out their differences, plan for the future and agree on complex rhetorical points. Such a discussion will undoubtedly happen in the New York Times and Britannica as well,
but behind the scenes. Wikipedia readers will see it all and understand how the choices were made. - Fernanda Viegas &amp; Matthew Wattenberg My answer is quite simple: this alleged basic beliefs are not one that is in my hands, nor as much as I know what no important or prominent Wikipedians. Nor do we have much faith in collectives or collectiveity
as a way of writing. The authorship of Wikipedia, as everywhere, has made individuals carrying out judgment in their minds. — Jimmy Wales Lanier does not wish to discuss the existence or inadequacy of metaphysical units. But his argument that online collectivism produces artificial stupidity does not offer certainty to me. Real artificial intelligence (if and
when) is inexplicable to us. On our level, it may seem as if American Idol, or pointless as a nervous twitch that corrects and corrects Jaron Lanier's Wikipedia entry in an endless loop. - George Dyson Debate shows how much we need to renew our media literacy in the digital, distributed era. Our internal BS meters are already working, but they have fallen
into the low and sad use of Big Media in the world. A lot of people tend to believe what they're reading. Others tend to believe everything. Too few apply appropriate scepticism and do the additional work that genuine media literacy requires. — Dan Gillmor Collective action involves freely elected self-election (which is almost always with self-interest) and
scattered coordination; collecting involves coercion and centralised control; treating the Internet as commons does not mean that it is communist (say that Bezos, Yang, Filo, Brin or Page, to name but a few billionaires who were able to scrape together private property in the internet commons). – Howard Rheingold Rheingold
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